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Abstract: We recently presented a highly advantageous DCN architecture that supports on-demand, run-time topology malleability using WDM and optical space/wavelength switching technologies. We further investigate some implementation-related issues including scalability, hop-by-hop latency and optical power budget.
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1. Introduction

With increasing demand from both conventional (e.g., email, messaging, multimedia and banking) and emerging (e.g., cloud computing) services, data center networks are facing challenges in supporting higher bandwidth and computing capacity while achieving lower power consumption and better manageability. Many new data center network (DCN) architectures have been proposed to improve the scalability, bandwidth, and fault tolerance [1-3]. However, these designs, based on the all-to-all electrical connectivity paradigm, suffer from high cabling complexity and power consumption. Further, they require expensive re-wiring to support higher bandwidth between servers (e.g. when migrating from 10Gbps to 40 Gbps). By utilizing optical communications and switching elements, new DCN architectures have been proposed that achieve significantly improved networking performance and lower power consumption [4-6] compared to conventional DCN architectures.

While optical packet switching is the ideal technology to support high-bandwidth interconnections, the associated performance and cost related issues create barriers for their practical deployments. This motivates the use of optical circuit switching-based devices and systems that have been generally commercialized and can support a large number of channels and high bandwidth WDM communications. In our recent work [6], we show a new DCN architecture (called Proteus), which uses WDM and optical wavelength/space switching to achieve run-time network flexibility according to the traffic demand dynamics, and supports higher bandwidth, simplified cabling, good scalability and network flexibility. In this paper, we further investigate some implementation-related issues for the Proteus DCN architecture, including scalability, latency of hop-to-hop communications, and optical power budget.

2. Proteus DCN architecture
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Fig. 1 (a) Topology-malleable DCN architecture using WDM and optical switching technologies. (b) Network connectivity with direct (link A) and hop-by-hop (link B-C-D) communications. MUX: optical wavelength multiplexer, DEMUX: optical wavelength demultiplexer; WSS: wavelength selective switch; Cir: optical circulator.

While a DCN can be over-provisioned (using all-to-all electrical connectivity) to satisfy wide range of traffic patterns, it may be cheaper and more energy-efficient if the DCN could adapt or be malleable to traffic, i.e.
providing on-demand, high-bandwidth connectivity between any reasonably sized subset of servers. Using malleability as the central property, we designed the Proteus DCN architecture in [6].

Fig. 1 (a) shows the Proteus DCN architecture, which includes three units: the server racks including the top-of-rack (ToR) switch and \( n \) WDM small form-factor pluggable (SFP) transceivers; the optical multiplexing/demultiplexing and switching unit; and the optical switching matrix (OSM) (e.g. micro-electromechanical systems/MEMS). In the current design, the number of WDM SFP transceivers is equal to the number of servers on the rack (usually 20-80 servers per rack). In the transmitting side, the multiplexed WDM signals from a ToR are grouped into \( k \) fiber ports by a \( 1 \times k \) wavelength selective switch (WSS). All the server racks are connected to the optical switching matrix (OSM) through the \( k \) fiber ports from WSS. Here optical circulators are optional, which can support bidirectional communication of each port of the OSM. At the receiving side, WDM signals in \( k \) fibers are combined using an optical coupler (or WSS) and demultiplexed for receiving by the SFP transceivers on the ToR switch.

With this design, each ToR can communicate simultaneously with any \( k \) other ToRs, which implies that OSM reconfiguration allows the construction of all possible \( k \)-regular ToR graphs. Through WSS re-configuration at runtime, the capacity of each of the \( k \) links can be varied in 0 to \( n \) times the bit rate of the SFP transceivers. Note that the Proteus DCN design includes a centralized network manager (NM) that obtains the traffic matrix from the top-of-rack (ToR) switches, calculates appropriate configurations, and pushes them to the optical switching matrix, WSS, and ToRs [6]. The NM should also avoid the wavelength contention when WDM signals from \( k \) fiber ports are combined with the optical coupler in the receiving side.

Given a connected ToR graph, direct connection and hop-by-hop communications are two ways to achieve network connectivity, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). To reach ToRs not directly connected to it through the OSM, a ToR uses one of its \( k \) connections. The first hop ToR receives the transmission over fiber, converts it to electrical signals, reads the packet header, and retransmits it towards the destination. For efficient use of the network bandwidth, the NM should manage the topology such that high volume traffic uses the minimal number of hops. This requires direct, out-of-band connections between the NM and OSM/WSS/ToRs.

The next challenge is to identify the optimal topology given a traffic demand. At a high level, the problem can be formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP) and heuristic approach can be used to seek optimal/near-optimal solutions [6].

3. Implementation-related issues

3.1 Network Scalability

The number of servers that the Proteus DCN design can support is decided by the port count of the OSM, \( k \) (the number of WSS fiber switching ports), and \( n \) (the number of WDM SFP transceivers on each ToR, which is assumed to be equal to the number of servers per server rack). Here we define the over subscription factor (OSF), which is decided by \( n/k \). Fig. 2 shows the number of servers supported by an OSM with a certain port count. Please note that OSF is the slope the lines in Fig. 2. With larger OSF factors, more WDM SFP transceivers are sharing the WSS fiber switching ports, and therefore, more servers can be supported with the same OSM. Larger OSF factors typically mean lower network implementation cost. With smaller OSF factors, fewer servers can be supported by the same OSM, but the network flexibility in terms of supporting different traffic patterns increases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Power Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUX and DEMUX (40 Channel Gaussian type, e.g. JDSU)</td>
<td>2.5 dB ×2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSS (100GHz, 1×4)</td>
<td>~ 7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical coupler (1×4) / WSS</td>
<td>~ 7 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical space switch (MEMS)</td>
<td>~ 3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Circulator (e.g. JDSU)</td>
<td>0.6 dB ×2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber connector/splicing loss (total)</td>
<td>~ 1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical fiber insertion loss (2 km standard single mode fiber)</td>
<td>&lt; 1 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total loss</td>
<td>~25 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Link power budget estimation

When the intended number of servers goes beyond what one OSM can handle at a required OSF factor, all the servers can be separated into different groups, and the different groups can be interconnected through OSMs. In a DCN with multiple OSM separated groups, the network may experience some performance limitations: (1) larger
switching latency for the whole network reconfiguration and (2) bandwidth bottle neck when the OSM interconnection port count is small.

3.2 Optical power budget
Table 1 shows the estimated link power budget for the SFP transceivers, based on parameters from available optical components. With 3 dB extra optical power margin, the SFP transceivers should have a power budget of ~28 dB, which corresponds to commercial SFP units capable of transmission over 120 km standard single mode fibers.

3.3 Latency in hop-by-hop communications
At each hop, every packet experiences conversion from optics to electronics and then back to optics (OEO). The efficiency of such OEO conversion is essential to the feasibility of the Proteus DCN design. Figure 3 shows our initial results on the latency measurement on hop-by-hop routing. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), our testbed is composed of four servers, each equipped with a single 2.33 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 4 GB RAM, and 3 GigE cards. Among these, two servers are configured as routers and connected by optical fibers. The conversion between optical and electrical signals is accomplished using a CTC Gigabit optical media converter (MC). The other two servers act as clients and generate network traffic at varying volumes. Furthermore, we create a routing loop by configuring the IP forwarding table of the routers. In each router, we deploy a netfilter kernel module and utilize the NF_IP_PRE_ROUTING hook to intercept all IP packets. We record the time lag between the instant when the packets first arrive in the network and when their TTL expires. This way, we are able to measure the multi-hop latency for OEO conversion and compare it with the baseline where all servers are directly connected using only electrical devices. In this experiment, we create a routing loop with four servers and four Gigabit SFP transceivers to measure the multi-hop latency. The measurement results shown in Figure 3(b) demonstrate that the OEO conversion generally does not incur additional switching latency, and that the overall hop-by-hop latency is within ~millisecond level.

4. Discussions
Reconfigurable photonic networking technology is critical towards building future high-bandwidth, scalable and flexible DCNs using all-optical or hybrid optical/electrical switching [8]. Our Proteus DCN architecture leverages existing WDM and optical wavelength and space switching technologies to achieve run-time topology reconfigurability, and has preferable features including scalability, simple cabling and easier network bandwidth upgrade. Our future work includes incorporating fault tolerance, designing appropriate routing protocols, and performing experiments over a real prototype testbed.
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